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All Day Kindergarten? No.
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Daycare lobbyists in top advisory positions [1] morphed into ADK promoters [2]
recycling the same Utopian promises. They say less time with parents and more time in
classrooms makes kids smarter, healthier, better behaved, less criminal [3].The assure us
that, due to this improved “human capital formation”, the more you spend, the more you
save! $1 spent “may” save $2 to $17 [4].
But peer-reviewed evidence contradicts their non-peer reviewed junk science: more time
in group care worsens behaviour [5], illness [6], fatigue [7]. Some studies find slight
academic gains which soon evaporate [8]. Promoters claim Nobel Laureate economist
James Heckman supports their agenda [9] - a “jaw dropping” gross misrepresentation
according to UBC economist Kevin Milligan [10]. Heckman actually says none of this
evidence supports such programs [11]. He recommends vouchers for underprivileged
families and cautions against “government bureaucracy” [12]. And in Sweden, the
policy’s model, teens’ academic outcomes have fallen below Canada’s [13]. The
government reports rising domestic violence [14], youth crime and suicide [15].
ADK undermines parent-child attachment. Attachment instincts make children want to
please, imitate, and be near those they are attached to [16]. Adult-child attachment is the
foundation of maturation and learning. It’s not a good thing when children prefer long
hours away from parents socializing with peers. According to renowned psychologist Dr
Gordon Neufeld, situations where children are not attached to adults produce peer
attachment. Children look to peers for direction and acceptance, not to adults. Learning
declines, bullying erupts [17].
ADK isn’t about helping “working” parents or women’s equality. Hello: raising children
is work. Sexist policy makers should stop beating mothers with carrots and sticks into
choosing their choice. Most parents’ jobs don’t match kindergarten schedules anyway.
Let’s help everyone and get more bang for the buck by ending discriminatory spending
on ‘spaces’. Fund families instead. ADK costs about $10,000 per child [18]. What could
your family do with that?
ADK and opposition to funding families are not driven by parents but by unelected elites
tied to the World Bank and the OECD [19]. Their unpublicized papers reveal a “postmaternalist” [20] policy “blueprint” [21] aimed at eliminating the “ideology of the
family” [22].They are implementing “shared responsibility between the state and family”
for child-rearing [23]. They hope for a “new child” - “the public child” [24]. The World
Bank sees parents as “employees and consumers” [25]. These corporate interests support

ADK because it acts as a wage subsidy for parental labour [26], a form of corporate
welfare. The spin-doctorates know we reject their proposed “new order” [27], so they use
disinformation to sell us ADK.
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